TIMELESS LOVE
February being a colorful month of love, MIC initiated a campaign know as Timeless
Love whose objective was to call upon individuals from different parts of the world
to spread love for the seniors. The campaign required individuals to take a photo or
a video of a senior in their lives and share something beautiful about them or a
nugget of wisdom they received from them in their social media platforms whilst
tagging MIC using the hashtag (#timelesslove).
The #timelesslove campaign was trending on all MIC social media platforms
particularly on Instagram as many people participated in showing love for their
seniors.
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COVID 19 PROTOCOLS OBSERVED AT
KAKAMEGA TOWNSHIP PRIMARY
SCHOOL
Kakamega Township primary School is now observing Covid 19 protocols after
receiving reusable masks, temperature screening devices and hygiene items from
Mama Ibado Charity.
Initially, the school only had 2 washing points to cater to over 600 students, no
temperature screening device and students from vulnerable backgrounds had no
masks.
This initiative has ensured that all students are in a safe learning environment and
are able to continue with their studies.
Meanwhile, the school feeding programme is ongoing with the head teacher
reporting 55 new admissions bringing the total number of students by end of
February to 689.
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Beneficiary Profiles

ISIOLO

Annah Emathe had a sentimentally appealing childhood in which she occupied herself by taking
care of livestock and playing with her peers. But when rival tribes decided to harness the power of
human cruelty, her life took a gloomy trajectory. Driven by a parasitic desire to loot, enemy militia
descended upon them and drove away the majority of their livestock. This oppressive looting was
accompanied by an abject, vicious and senseless streak of violence.
Annah’s brothers became alienated in their convictions. Some expressed their desire to run away
from the war. Others echoed their community’s idea of valor and were adamant on staying behind
and fighting to the end. The brothers who chose to run hastened to gather the remnants of their
family livestock and guided by precious adrenaline they escaped unnoticed with their sisters. Those
who remained, perished under the unforgiving machetes of their adversaries.
Annah and her family settled down in Isiolo at a time when famine raged through the entire town.
The little livestock they had perished and the dark reality of being redacted from history glared at
them.
In order to escape this possibility of extinction, Annah resorted to the primitive instinct of marriage.
To her advantage, this decision landed her a responsible husband who genuinely cared for her. He
worked as a security guard at Shambani Primary School and although his earnings were scanty, they
still managed to co-exist happily.
In 2012, an intertribal war broke out in Isiolo and Annah was about to experience the reach and
permanence of what human rage can perpetuate.
Unconscious of the war’s magnitude, her husband took a neutral stance and did not partake in it. On
his way from work, he was confronted by a group of rowdy youth who made no allowance for their
doubting of his neutrality. They smashed his head with a massive rock that shut his eyes for the final
time in this realm. Annah took refuge in a missionary catholic church until the war subsided. Three of
her children died. One ended up in life imprisonment and the final one abandoned himself to
debauchery living his own life away from her.
With the lamp of old age burning and raving at the twilight of her life, Annah lives relying on aid
from MIC and her neighbor’s children who take care of her and provide much needed
companionship.
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Beneficiary Profiles

KAKAMEGA

A year after her father’s death, Mariam Bakari tried actualizing the possibility of a stable family life.
She found a man who worked as a chauffeur for a wealthy Arab merchant and together they
exchanged sacred vows that unified their lives.
Once they formed a family and procreated, Mariam’s husband had a habit change. The world of
aggressive alcoholism prevalent among his peers engulfed him. Caught in the grip of his carnal
desires, he made a monstrous parody and mockery of their marriage. Nearly every night, he brought
several women and kicked Mariam out of their marital bed on which they conceived their children.
As he drunkenly frolicked and shamelessly entertained these women, rage, resentment and chronic
hostility boiled within Mariam. She tried adhering to the cultural conditioning of suppressing her
anger and covering up for her husband. She desperately tried to change the situation and speak
sense into him. But the more she tried, the more she felt beleaguered and persecuted.
Harnessing her justified anger and using this powerful feeling as a stimulus for self-transformation,
Mariam resorted to the warranted response of her husband’s mistreatment and ran away with her
children. She recognized and obeyed an inner resolve that precipitated an overdrive to sustain
herself and her children. With this new energy and self-assertiveness, Mariam became a
businesswoman dealing in vegetables. Guided by the powerful instinctive motherly drive, Mariam
travelled between her hometown of Kakamega and the Rift Valley town of Eldoret in order to buy
and sell vegetables. For years she survived through this trade, feeding her young ones and
educating them.
When the duty and burden of raising her children fell off her aging shoulders, the exertion
accumulating over the years suddenly enveloped her. Her strength withered and her eyesight
deteriorated.
Living alone, Mariam has befriended her radio. Through this inanimate companion, she receives
news from all over the world and all the necessary entertainment she requires. When the muezzin
recites the call to prayer, Mariam stops everything and turns her face towards Mecca as she engages
in prayer. Through living a life of worship, she is confident of receiving death with open arms. “I wish
I never miss a prayer, even if the angel of death is standing over me,” she said with firm belief.
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BENEFICIARY MORTALITY
Unfortunately, in February 2021 we lost four of our beneficiaries from Isiolo and Kakamega Counties.
This brings our total mortality since inception to 175 from both counties.

ISIOLO

68 year old Mzee Dika Wako
(K/160) lived in Kiwanjani with 4
dependents. Mzee Dika
succumbed to age and health
complications on 7th February
2021.

71 year old Yunis Adikadir
(K/091) lived in Bula Pesa
with 5 dependents. Mzee
Yunis succumbed to age and
health complications on 18th
February 2021.

Mama Lodukwe Losinkale
(K/246) was 71 years old and
lived in Kambi Juu with 4
dependents. Mama Lodukwe
succumbed to age and health
complications on 7th February
2021.

KAKAMEGA

Mzee Namutali Nahashon (CK/133)
was 69 year old and lived in Al-Karim
with four dependents. Mzee Namutali
succumbed to age and health
complication on 2nd February 2021.
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